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Use-case and 
Technology

Drivers

• Increasing emphasis on maximizing the benefits of 
improved predictability across society and economy:

• Application of meteorological data to a broad range of 
services and stakeholders

• High-resolution numerical weather prediction and earth 
system climate modeling are grand challenge problems.

• The ability to perform weather and climate simulations at a 
range of spatial and temporal scales is critical:

• Results in exponential increases in computational and 
storage and data management needs

• As infrastructures grow in size and complexity maintaining 
both reliability and usability becomes more challenging.

• Emerging analytical approaches to enable predictive 
modeling and knowledge discovery.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking points:Earth Sciences community is driven to deliver maximum benefit to societyFrom short range numerical weather prediction providing life-saving warnings in severe weather eventsAccurate medium range prediction providing advance warning and guidance enabling pro-active planning Decadal or centurial climate guidance to assist with infrastructure sizing and future-proofingThe “Big Science” required to achieve this really are Grand Challenge problems – requiring huge computational, communication and I/O resources in properly balanced systemsOperational centres must also deliver forecasts reliably to end-users – which is getting even more challenging as system sizes increaseEveryone must also contend with a new generation of analytical approaches, such as machine learning, predictive modelling & graph analysisThese will be critical to delivering greater benefits to end users, incorporating customer-specific data with high resolution meteorological information to provide accurate customized guidance



Cray Solutions for the Earth Sciences
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Why Cray ?

• Cray’s solutions enable a broader and more detailed 
range of meteorological services and products

• Advanced modeling capabilities
• Shortened research to operations

• Experience delivering and operating world’s largest 
and most complex systems

• Emphasis on total cost of ownership – power, 
upgradability and efficiency

• Commitment to long-term partnerships delivering 
significant ongoing value to our customers.

Market 
Presence

• Broad presence across NWP and climate communities:
• From Terascale to Petascale
• Research and operational environments
• Model development platforms for extreme scale 

architectures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Touch on:Integrated Solutions – incorporating a mix of compute (XC + CS), storage (Sonexion & TAS) and possibly analyticsWe allow our customers to deliver an extraordinarily wide range of products, from high-res global NWP models, through large ensembles at convection-resolving resolutions and massive long-running climate simulationsWe also support our customers in developing next generation models, and are the development platform of choice for a wide range of national weather centresDeep experience deploying complex systems – essential systems must be available to meet operational requirements – this is almost unique to Cray in today’s marketEmphasis on TCO (not just electricity, but true TCO)Long-term partnerships with customers – we want to maximize the value they are deriving from their supercomputing investmentsWe dominate the market, with >60% of the major centres running global models, and many leading regional forecasting centres.



Global Model: UM N768 (~17km) L70
• 6 day twice daily, 2 day twice daily
• Data Assimilation: 4D-VAR

Global Ensembles: N400 (~33km) L70 12 mem.
• 7 day, 4 daily
• Data Assimilation: 4D-EnVAR

Other models (subset)
• UK HighRes: 1.5km, 36h 8x daily
• UK Ensembles: 2.2km, 12m, 36h, 4/day

Outlook:
• Further upgrades as Phase 1b Cray systems 

enter operations

Met Office
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• Dual Cray XC – Phase 1a
• Details not public yet, Haswell

• Equivalent performance to IBM P7
• Operational August 2015

• Approx 11PB of Cray Sonexion

• Phase 1b: 2016
• Addition of Broadwell
• Combined 1ab >6x sustained
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A review of the Met Office operational environment – probably best if only Per or Phil Brown present thisReplace by the general Met Office reference slide for general presentations.



Trend Towards 
Seamless 
Forecasting
● Across timescales 

and resolution
● Diverse set of 

audiences and 
stakeholders

● Driving use and 
capability of HPC 
resources

● Enabled By Cray 
Supercomputing 
Systems
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of the trend we are seeing the in NWP & climate research space – the goals is to develop seamless forecasting products across all timescales.This is driving the complexity of customers requirements, and the scale of their compute systems. The Met Office is a great example of this.Cray is uniquely positioned to address these needs.. 



Global Model: IFS T1279 (~16km) L137
• 10 day, twice daily
• Data Assimilation: 4D-VAR

Global Ensembles: T639 (~32km) L91 51 mem.
• 15 day, twice daily (64km beyond day 10)
• Data Assimilation: 4D-EnVAR

Other models
• Extended 46 day ensembles (weekly)
• Seasonal forecasts monthly/quarterly

Outlook:
• Mid-2016: Upgrade to 9km (global) 18km 

(ensembles)

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasting
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• Dual Cray XCs – “Ventus” & “Anemos”:
• Each 3505 nodes (Ivy Bridge)
• 3.6 Petaflop peak 

• Cray Sonexion Lustre Storage
• ~12PB capacity
• ~500GB/s bandwidth

• ~50PB  archive (growing rapidly)

• Operational September 2014
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“Ventus” Anemos”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, this requires a little too much segment specific knowledge to present effectively – probably best if only Per or Phil Brown present thisReplace by the general ECMWF reference slide (at back) for general presentations.



A Day In the Life of Anemos
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18%

54%

28%

ECMWF Daily Job Distribution

Parallel Jobs Serial Jobs Single Node Jobs
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What ? How Many?
Total Jobs 217,118 per day

Parallel Jobs 39,081

Single Node 
Jobs

60,793

Single Core 
Jobs

117,244

Source:
http://www.ecmwf.int/en/computing/our-facilities/supercomputer

These small jobs 
take less than 1% of 
the total resources of 
a system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But we can do more than just big capability jobs…Anemos is ECMWF’s production Cray XC30.  In an average day, it processes nearly 220,000 jobs.  82% of these jobs are single core or less than a single node.While this large number of small jobs takes less than 1% of the overall resource of the system (99% of the compute time still goes to a set of large, parallel jobs), it does show how the Cray XC system can “do it all” (capability and capacity).This “capacity” feature is using the MAMU facility on the Cray XC software stack.



Cray Growth in Weather, Climate and 
Oceanography over the Last Two Years
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Possibly need to add AWI to this, pending confirmation that we are doing the press announcement at SC.



Summary
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● Cray is platform of choice for leading weather, climate 
and ocean modeling centers:
● Delivering high performance, efficiency, & reliability
● Enabling unprecedented simulations
● Supporting the development of next generation modeling 

capabilities
● Key community within Cray’s customer base
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